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Second-guessing Warren Buffett’s capital allocation decisions never struck us as a great use of time. 
We humans are an opinionated lot, prone to backseat driving and armchair quarterbacking, 
especially towards the successful. Human nature being what it is, naysayers often multiply when 
Berkshire underperforms. As recently as June 30th, 2020, Berkshire Hathaway B Shares had trailed 
the S&P 500 by 5.6% per year over ten years, (that’s 146% for those keeping score at home)1 and 
there were more than a few nays being said. 

The complaints have been relatively consistent: 

• Berkshire should deploy its excess cash

• Berkshire should buy more companies 

• Berkshire should buy more stocks

• Berkshire should pay a dividend

• Berkshire should name a successor and Buffett cede day-to-day control. 

These all basically boil down to capital allocation, something Buffett knows a thing or two about. 
While few (read any) of us have experience running a $390 billion equity portfolio, public opinion of 
Buffett’s capital allocation is often swayed by the stock’s performance. In the past twelve months, 
Berkshire Hathaway B shares have outperformed the S&P 500 by 15.8%. Consequently, claims that 
‘Warren has lost his touch’ (an assessment we disagree with) have somewhat died down. While the 
elephant gun has been gathering cobwebs, there are two major developments in recent years that 
suggest Warren came to the right conclusion, albeit slower than we would have liked. 

The first is the purchase of $51.8B of Berkshire Hathaway stock in 2020 and 2021. One could argue 
that Berkshire has held far more cash than it required for the running of its operations consistently 
since 2009. While the repurchases are welcome and (in our estimation) increased the per-share 
value of Berkshire, a fair question is why did he wait so long? His prior framework of only buying at 
a multiple of 110% of book value (later raised to 120%, then ‘below his estimate of fair value’) likely 
prohibited some very accretive purchases at much lower prices. While we understand his price 
discipline, the opportunity cost of sitting on so much excess capital seemed to dwarf the risks of 
overpaying. 

The second development is the net purchase of $41.5 billion of equities in the first quarter of 2022. 
While most people think of Buffett primarily as an investor in public securities, he really hasn’t 
done much as of late. If you netted all of Berkshire’s equity purchases and sales from 2012 to 2021, 
it put a total of $7.7 billion into the stock market6. While this may seem large, it’s a rounding error 
compared to its means (cash totaled $160.3 billion at the end of 2021). The S&P 500 has returned 
303% since January 1st, 2012. Had Berkshire not held excess cash for more than a decade, book 
value would be meaningfully higher. 
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Buffett has said that he finds very little in public markets that interests him (as recently as February 
26th, 2022). And yet he reversed course and deployed more capital into public equities in the first 
quarter than the 10 years prior6. We’re really at a loss to explain what has changed. While only time 
will tell if these purchases were adept, it strikes us as a stark contrast to the second quarter of 2020, 
when Berkshire sold almost $13 billion in equities (at much lower prices). Buffett has long advised to 
buy low and sell high, but a chart of the S&P 500 versus Berkshires' equity purchases would suggest 
he’s doing the opposite. 

What’s more is that the securities he bought were stocks he’d sold at much lower prices. The annual 
meeting revealed that he’d bought $7.7 billion of Occidental Petroleum at $48.39 a share. He sold 
the same security in the second quarter of 2020 likely in the mid-teens. While we see the wisdom of 
changing your mind when the facts change, it doesn’t inspire confidence buying something up 200% 
from where you sold it less than two years prior.

All that’s a long way of saying we applaud putting the excess capital to work, but wish he’d gotten 
around to it sooner. Despite his shopping spree in the first quarter of 2022, Berkshire still has $95 
billion in excess cash as of March 31, 2022 and finding something intelligent to do with it will 
continue to be our primary concern. 

We suspect that Berkshire will continue to go through bouts of underperformance relative to the S&P 
500, perhaps for a substantial period, but we believe the risk-adjusted returns have historically been 
quite acceptable although past performance provides no guarantee of future results. We see the 
wisdom of accepting a lower return provided it comes with less risk. In our estimation, Berkshire is 
no longer a get rich stock, but a stay rich stock and we’ve sized your portfolios appropriately. 

Sincerely, 

Bridges Trust Investment Committee 
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results.



DISCLOSURES AND IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Bridges Trust and logo reference independent services offered by Bridges Trust Company (“BTC”), Bridges Trust 
Company of South Dakota ("BTC-SD") and Bridges Investment Management Inc. (“BIM”). Trust services are provided 
by BTC, a trust company chartered through the Nebraska Department of Banking and Finance, and BTC–SD, a trust 
company chartered through the South Dakota Division of Banking. BTC, BTC-SD, and certain individual clients of 
BIM directly utilize the investment management services provided by BIM. BIM is an investment adviser registered 
with the U.S. Securities Exchange Commission ("SEC") with further information including conflicts of interest among 
affiliates recommending/utilizing affiliate services available in BIM’s ADV Brochure at 
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/108028 and www.bridgesinv.com. Registration with the SEC does not imply a certain 
level of skill or training.

This client communication is provided for informational purposes only and is not a recommendation to purchase, 
hold, or sell any security. We believe the information presented is reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy. 
Each investor’s situation is unique so please work with your Relationship Manager to develop an individualized 
investment plan before investing.

The S&P 500 index measures the stock performance of approximately 500 large companies listed on US stock 
exchanges and is provided as a benchmark representing the US stock market. Indices are the property of their 
respective owners, all rights reserved.

Sources: Berkshire Hathaway Inc. 2022 Annual Shareholders Meeting, Berkshire Hathaway Inc. Form 10-Q, Berkshire 
Hathaway Inc. 2022 Annual Report, and FactSet Financial Data and Analytics. 

Investing involves risk and the possibility of loss. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS - This communication contains forward-
looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties. We believe it is essential to communicate our 
expectations to our clients. However, there may be events in the future that we’re unable to predict accurately or 
have no control. Actual results or other conditions may differ materially from those contemplated by any forward-
looking statements, and we are not under any duty to update the forward-looking statements contained herein. 
Given these risks and uncertainties, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking 
statements.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING THIRD PARTY INFORMATION - This communication includes financial 
information, market data, statistical information, and estimates based on materials prepared by independent 
sources, as well as management's own good faith estimates and analyses. We believe this third-party information to 
be reputable but have not independently verified it. Information based on estimates, forecasts, projections, market 
research, or similar methodologies or assumptions is inherently subject to uncertainties, and actual events or 
circumstances may differ materially from events and circumstances reflected in this information.

Visit bridgestrust.com for more information on Bridges Trust’s capabilities.
To read more commentaries like this provided by Bridges Trust, please visit our INSIGHTS page.
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